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Introduction

Research Questions
• Experiment 1: How much interference do con�gural features 
without local opponent motion cause in the incidental processing 
of biological motion?

• Experiment 2: How much interference does the local opponent 
motion of the feet cause compared to the whole PLW in the inci-
dental processing of biological motion?

The purpose of the present studies was to further investigate the properties 
of biological motion that trigger the life detecting (Troje & Westho�, 2006; Chang & 

Troje, 2009) mechanisms in human visual perception. In two experiments, we 
tested the role of con�gural and local opponent motion cues in eliciting inci-
dental processing (Thornton & Vuong, 2004) from the visual system during a biolog-
ical motion display (Hirai et al., 2011).

The suggestion of a “life detector” leads to two primary questions. First, what 
is the nature of the “life detector” mechanism in the visual system? Second, 
what information available in a biological motion display is necessary to trig-
ger the rapid processing that a “life detector” must require? In this regard, we 
would like to know which cues in a biological motion display are most salient 
to the visual system, and to what extent these cues can be degraded and still 
be perceived as biological motion.

Flanker paradigm + inversion
12 subjects, 1440 trials/subject

Target Upright + Flankers Upright

Target Upright + Flankers Inverted

Target Inverted + Flankers Upright

Target Inverted + Flankers Inverted

+ Scrambled flankers (one foot at bottom!)

Inverted Target + Upright FlankersUprightTarget + Scrambled FlankersUprightTarget & Flankers

Methods
Experiment 1
Diagonally con�gured target & �anker PLWs

Discussion
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• Con�gural features and local opponent motion of the feet appear to trigger 
di�erent types of incidental processing when determining the walking direc-
tion of  diagonally con�gured PLW.

• Diagonally con�gured PLWs do not seem to lead to robust perceptual �ll-in 
by the human visual system. It is di�cult to determine the walking direction of 
the PLWs.

• Inverted targets are more susceptible to interference from task irrelevant 
�ankers than upright targets.
 

• Life detection in these experiments seems to be a function of a combination 
of con�gural features and local opponent motion of the feet. But it could also 
be a result of the additional local opponent motion of the hands.

Conclusion
• The extent of incidental 
processing of biological 
motion �ts well with the re-
verse hierarchy model/the-
ory (Ahissar & Hochstein, 
2004).
 

• Diagonally con�gured 
PLWs diverge from the pro-
totypical PLW and there-
fore indicate vision- 
with-scrutiny and greater 
susceptibility to incidental 
processing.
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Experiment 2
Same target as Exp. 1.
Four di�erent �anker con�gurations.
 1. Whole PLW (13 points) upright.
Scrambled (all present upright)
 2. All points scrambled except for the two feet.
 3. All points scrambled except for one foot.
 4. All points scrambled.

Whole PLW Two feet One foot All points scrambled.

Experiment 1: Incidental processing but no walker congruency e�ect.
Results
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Experiment 2:  Incidental processing only in a walker congruency e�ect.


